Muscle strength testing with one repetition maximum in the arm/shoulder for people aged 75+ – test–retest reliability
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Objective: To investigate the reliability of a muscle strength test of the arm/shoulder in elderly people, aged 75 and older, and to compare subjects with and without previous muscle strength training experience.


Setting: Research centre for the elderly.

Main measures: One repetition maximum (1 RM) was measured using an arm/shoulder strength-training device (Pull Down, Norway). Two measurements were conducted, approximately one week apart.

Results: Forty people were included in the study and 34 completed both sessions. Eleven participants had previous muscle strength training experience on the indicated device. There was a high correlation between the test sessions, $r = 0.97$ for both groups. The analysis of 95% limits of agreement for the mean difference was $-4.3/\pm 6.9 \text{ kg}$ for the group without and $-3.0/\pm 6.4 \text{ kg}$ for the group with previous experience, respectively.

Conclusion: One repetition maximum evaluated by the Pull Down device seems to be a reliable and safe method for dosing and evaluating a muscle strength training programme for elderly people. The observed variation of approximately $-4/\pm 7 \text{ kg}$ cannot be interpreted as an effect of muscle training, but is more likely an effect of learning, fluctuations in daily condition and/or motivation.

Introduction

Muscle loss occurs at a rate of 5% per decade starting in the fourth decade and in people 80 years and older muscle mass has on average declined 50% when compared with young controls. However, decreases in voluntary strength do not become apparent before the age of 60. These changes can lead to a decline in functional performance and reduced activities of daily living (ADL) and constitute a major component in the development of frailty. It has been shown that high-intensive progressive muscle strength training has a favourable effect on muscle strength and functional performance for both healthy and frail elderly people.

To determine the necessary intensity level for planning a progressive muscle strength training programme, different types of measurements are
important. Muscle strength is defined as a maximum isometric contraction or as the maximal force that a muscle or muscle group can generate. Dynamic muscle strength can be measured by one repetition maximum (1 RM), defined as the maximum weight a person can lift only once in a complete range of motion.

One repetition maximum has been shown to be reliable for experienced weight lifters in the upper and lower extremities. Elderly people appear to need 2–3 test sessions to achieve a reliable test. Muscle groups tested in these studies were mainly the leg press, bench press and in one study knee extension.

We hypothesized that elderly subjects with previous experience of muscle strength training would be more reliable in a test–retest investigation. The aim of this study was to investigate the reliability of test–retest of 1 RM of the arm/shoulder in elderly people, aged 75 and older, and to compare subjects with or without previous muscle strength training experience.

Material and methods

All subjects were recruited from a database of 1700 subjects that previously had shown interest in participating in research concerning nutrition and physical activity, aged 75 years and older living in the community of Solna, Sweden. Two groups were recruited: one group with no previous muscle strength training experience (group 1) and one group who had already experienced muscle strength training (group 2). The latter group had previously participated in a physical training programme for frail elderly (manuscript in preparation) and were recruited to this study only to allow comparison between subjects with and without previous muscle strength training experience, and there was no intervention during this test–retest study. Figure 1 shows a flowchart summarizing the inclusion process, including drop-out.

Exclusion criteria for both groups were age under 75, stroke during the last two years, myocardial infarction during the last six months, congestive heart failure above class 2 according to the New York Heart Association classification, and less than 7 points on the 9-item Mini-Mental State Examination short form.

The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee at Karolinska Institutet.

Examination of baseline characteristics

Physical activity level was estimated with a six-graded activity scale including household activities. Personal ADL was estimated with the Swedish Functional Independence Measure (FIM) form. Instrumental ADL was estimated using the Instrumental Activity Measure (IAM), developed as a supplement to FIM.

Body weight and height were measured by standard procedures and the body mass index (BMI) was calculated by dividing the body weight (kg) by height$^2$ (m).

Procedure

The study was performed in our research centre for elderly people in Solna, a suburb to Stockholm, Sweden. One repetition maximum was measured using a muscle strength training device for the arm/shoulder (Pull Down, Norway) (Figure 2a,b). The 1 RM measurement was in accordance with the recommendations of the American College of Sports Medicine.

The test leader (CK) conducted the measurements on each subject in two different test sessions, approximately one week apart. To avoid fluctuations in daily condition, the measurements were performed at about the same time of day. Several muscles and muscle groups were involved in the movement, for example the biceps brachii, pectoralis major and latissimus dorsi.

In the Pull Down device, the peak load is provided at the end of the range of motion, 180° shoulder flexion. The subjects started the measurement at zero degrees shoulder flexion (starting position), and were instructed to resist the movement eccentrically against the load up to 180° shoulder flexion, if possible, and then to perform a concentric movement back to starting position (Figure 2c). The concentric phase was the actual phase tested.

A measuring tape was used to ensure that full range of motion for each subject was achieved. The height of the chair was fixed. If the subjects did not reach the floor well enough to ensure stability, a footstool was used.
Before the measurement began, the subjects were instructed to warm up for about 5 min, including walking in combination with movements of the arms and legs. For subjects with walking disabilities, these exercises took place in a sitting position.

After warming up, the subjects were familiarized with the device by performing 10 repetitions at the lowest load.

The test leader then estimated the starting load according to gender and BMI and if the subject could perform two repetitions, the load was increased until the subject could only perform one repetition in the individual full range of motion without compensatory behaviour. Resting periods between attempts were similar to those suggested by Phillips et al., where subjects were allowed to

Figure 1  Flow of recruitment, inclusion and reasons for drop-out during the study.

Figure 2  (a) Starting position. (b) Full range of motion and peak of load. (c) End position.
rest for 1 min if scoring the effort \( \leq 3 \) and 2 min if scoring the effort \( > 3 \) on the Borg CR-10 scale.\(^{23}\)

Before the second session, the subjects were asked if they had experienced any injuries or muscle soreness after the first session, and if so how it had affected their daily life.

### Statistical analyses

Pearson correlation analyses were conducted, as well as Bland and Altman’s 95% limits of agreement\(^{24,\,26}\) in JMP 5.0 (SAS Institute, USA) and Excel 2000 (Microsoft, USA). The 95% limits of agreement were introduced by Bland and Altman as an alternative and complement to the correlation coefficient for method comparison studies. Two methods may be highly correlated, yielding a high value for the correlation coefficient, although the agreement is low. These analyses were conducted for each group as well as for the total group.

To analyse the variance between groups in 1 RM, an F-test was conducted in SAS version 8.2 (SAS Institute, USA). The analyses of baseline characteristics were conducted in JMP 5.0 (SAS Institute, USA) using Student’s t-test for continuous data with normal distribution and the Wilcoxon/Kruskal–Wallis test for ordinal data and continuous data with skewed distribution.

Continuous data are described with means and standard deviations (SD) and/or a confidence interval of 95% (CI 95%) and ordinal data with medians and 1st and 3rd quartiles.

### Test–retest

The subjects in both groups performed an average of six attempts (range 4–9) at each test session. There was a high correlation between the measurements, \( r = 0.97 \) for both groups respectively, and for the combined group as well (Figure 3). The 95% limits of agreement for the mean difference were \(-4.3/ +6.9 \text{ kg for group 1 and } -3/ +6.4 \text{ kg for group 2} \) (Figures 4 and 5). In the combined group the 95% limits of agreement for the mean difference were \(-2.6/ +5.6 \text{ kg.} \)

The systematic bias was, on average, 1.3 with a 95% confidence interval \([0.09–2.5]\) for group 1, \([0.2–3.3]\) for group 2 and \([0.5–2.4]\) for the total group, possibly indicating a small, but statistically significant, learning effect for both groups.

The F-test showed no significant differences between the groups.

Three subjects in group 1 and two in group 2 reported muscle soreness after the first test session, but not to the extent that it affected their daily lives. No injuries were reported.

### Results

The baseline characteristics are shown in Table 1. Women in group 1 were significantly younger, had a higher BMI, were more physically active and less dependent in ADL compared with the women in group 2. Men in group 1 were significantly more physically active and less dependent in ADL compared with the men in group 2.

The differences at baseline were expected due to the inclusion criteria of group 2.

### Discussion

The study showed a high reliability of 1 RM for elderly people aged 75 and older using the Pull Down device. The reliability was equally high in
both groups, despite the fact that there were significant differences between the groups at baseline. Furthermore, there was no significant difference in 1 RM between the groups indicating that previous muscle strength training experience does not affect the results; however this interpretation must be tested in a larger study.

The analysis of 95% limits of agreement showed that when 1 RM was performed in a second session, about 95% of the repeated measurements fell within $\pm 4/\pm 7$ kg of the first session. The limits of agreement were asymmetrically distributed around zero, due to a mean systematic bias of 1.3 and 1.7 kg for group 1 and group 2, respectively. This finding may indicate a learning effect or differences in motivation and daily condition rather than a true change in muscle strength.

The observed difference of $-4/\pm 7$ kg may seem large, but one must consider the many muscles and muscle groups involved in the movement. When measuring only one muscle group, for example elbow flexors, a difference of $-4/\pm 7$ kg would be much too high to consider the method reliable.

Clinical messages

- Using one repetition maximum for evaluating muscle strength in the arm/shoulder is feasible and safe for healthy and frail elderly people.
- One repetition maximum is highly reliable using the Pull Down device. A variation of $-4/\pm 7$ kg cannot be considered a change in muscle strength, but rather an effect of learning, fluctuating daily condition and motivation.

Figure 3  Results of sessions 1 and 2 in kg for the combined group, with line of equality. $r = 0.97, P < 0.0001$.

Figure 4  Bland and Altman 95% limits of agreement analysis ($-4.3/\pm 6.9$ kg) for subjects in group 1.
Only 5 of 34 (15%) subjects reported muscle soreness after the first session and none of them reported that it had affected their daily living. No subject reported an injury. These observations suggest that it is safe to use the presented device to conduct 1 RM measurements in both healthy and frail elderly subjects. Previous studies reported injuries in a range of 2.4–19%.27,28 One study reported muscle soreness in 70% of the subjects, however, without affecting daily living.28 Our clinical experience in elderly care has shown that professional staff are often reluctant to motivate elderly people to push their limits, despite evidence of effect of high-intensive muscle strength training. Since our results show that 1 RM in the arm/shoulder is safe to conduct we believe that this study will contribute to a necessary change in attitudes.

One limitation of the study is that the subjects performed an average of six attempts before reaching 1 RM, indicating a possible risk of exhaustion before reaching the maximum weight. This possibility constitutes an intrinsic problem when measuring 1 RM. To circumvent exhaustion and decrease the risk of injuries, The American College of Sports Medicine suggests that after warm-up the initial load should amount to 60–80% of the predicted 1 RM and reaching 1 RM within 3–5 attempts.22 This study fulfilled these requirements only for some of the subjects, mainly because it is more difficult to estimate the starting load for this group of elderly people.

Another limitation is the small sample size in group 2. Altman29 argues that there should be at least 50 subjects in an analysis of 95% limits of agreement; otherwise there might be a risk that the ranges vary too much.

When implementing assessment methods in clinical settings, it is important to strive for simplicity, minimal device cost and a non-time consuming procedure. The 1 RM procedure presented here meets all of these requirements. The test can be conducted on existing equipment and is simple, highly reliable and safe for elderly people. Since progressive muscle strength training has been shown to be effective for elderly people, the importance of dosing and monitoring a muscle strength training programme is vital for high-quality management, while at the same time considering the effects of learning, fluctuating daily condition and motivation.
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